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“Every small business has unique qualities that set them 
apart and helps determine their own success. That being 
said, communicating these individual characteristics can 
be a challenge and knowing where to start is important.  

At Vistaprint, we serve around 2 million small businesses 
in the UK1, helping them market themselves professionally, 
while also providing the tools required to express their
individuality and realise their potential.

We are keen to shine a spotlight on small business
‘uniqueness’, celebrate these ‘unsung heroes’ of the economy 
and help all businesses better stand out from the crowd”.

Jake Amos, Head of UK, Vistaprint UK
June 2018

1 Vistaprint, May 2018



Celebrating Small 
Business Uniqueness
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Celebrating Small Business Uniqueness

For many, websites are the first interaction 
with a potential customer and therefore 
an important point of contact between 
business and the end-user.  

We conducted research into 1,000 UK 
small business websites to understand 
how they are presenting themselves. We 
wanted to be able to help these
businesses better express their individuality 
and stand out from the crowd.

This guide provides details on how UK 
small businesses promote themselves. In 
addition, we have put together some top 
tips on how to better define a business’s 
unique qualities. We aim to help small
businesses take advantage of the
opportunities available.

The research will be of great interest not 
only to those working within the small 
business community but also to those
organisations supporting them. 
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Small Business Uniqueness: Uncovered

The study reveals that UK small businesses 
are selling themselves short, and need 
support to harness their individuality and 
truly stand out from the crowd.  

This small business challenge around 
marketing is worrying as it causes a lack 
of identity among small businesses. It can 
also impact whether the business appears 
on the first page of Google search results 
(domain authority) - something particularly 
important to note.
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Vistaprint Research Summary

1. Small Businesses Arguably Selling Themselves Short

2. UK Small Businesses Need Support to Harness Individuality

3. Direction Required for Small Business to Benefit from Unique Qualities

4. Businesses are Confident in their Skills & Offering, but Struggle to Communicate
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1 in 6 UK small businesses do not adequately
communicate individuality

‘Best’, ‘leading’ and ‘friendly’ are also listed in top 10 descriptors

NOTE: A business identity and individuality is important
in creating loyalty, customer retention and competitive
advantage. Therefore it’s important to sit down and
decide how best to describe your business and which
adjectives will resonate best.

Small Business Uniqueness’ findings demonstrate:

A vast 68% of small businesses only use 1-2x descriptors 
on their webpages

The most popular adjectives used are: ‘family-run’ and ‘independent’
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46% of UK small businesses use blue in their branding
 • This links to trust, honesty and dependability which in turn builds  
    customer loyalty2

2 http://www.empower-yourself-with-color-psychology.com/blue-in-business.html

24% of UK small businesses have a blue logo

50% of UK small businesses with multicoloured logos also
favour blue in their colour combination

46%

More than 1 in 4 small business websites (28%) use a white background
 • This leaves them indistinct from competitors: A missed
   branding opportunity

NOTE: Colours send important messages to customers 
and help communicate personality. Choose wisely and 
consider our ‘Business of Colour’ Infographic for
additional guidance on the psychology of colour.

http://www.empower-yourself-with-color-psychology.com/blue-in-business.html
https://www.vistaprint.co.uk/hub/colors-business-infographic?couponAutoload=1&expiredCouponCode=VP1512
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8% reference ‘years of experience’ in respective fields
 • This is perhaps due to being unsure about how to position their business

9% mention ‘friendly customer approach’
 • A quality most sought after in this customer centric day and age

NOTE: Choice of website wording is important to set the 
tone of a business, while still highlighting specialisms. 
Consider important business qualities that resonate with 
your customers, then ensure correctly described.
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77% of UK small businesses use more than 1x font type on website 
copy (of which 55% use more than three)
 • Consistency is key

Sans Serif is the top website font used (25%)
 • Arial (19%) a close second

58% of UK small businesses left align website text

NOTE: Well-chosen words, well-chosen letters and font 
choice greatly impacts the mood and the way people view 
a business. 
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UK businesses ooze confidence, but sometimes find it challenging to communicate 
their skills. We work with small businesses who have created incredible products and 
services and would hate to see them sell themselves short.  

It is always a confusing time when first starting out, and we can help by providing
extra marketing support and direction.  We offer affordable and quality products, 
allowing small businesses to market themselves professionally and we even have 
marketing advice and resources available.  

Some advice to consider includes:

The Role of Branding
Top Tips on Celebrating Small Business Uniqueness

1. Identify Your Unique Selling Proposition

2. Define Your Core Values

3. Convey Your USP and Values to Your Customers

4. Tell Your Business Story

https://www.vistaprint.co.uk/hub/index?rd=1&GP=06%2f21%2f2018+11%3a16%3a36&GPS=5084820379&GNF=1
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1. Identify Your Unique Selling Proposition

a. Differentiate yourself.

b. Look closely at the area of your business you are          
       most proud of, one that helps you stand out from       
       the crowd - then celebrate it.

c.  It sometimes helps to think of your USP as your 
       business’s “claim to fame”.

d. This could be innovation, family owned or even humour.
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2. Define Your Core Values

a. Think about what you would like your business to 
       stand for.

b. What are your core values? What is at the heart of 
       your brand?

c.  These values could include offering quality produce,  
       contributing to the local community or perhaps an
       environmentally friendly approach.

d. These should then influence everything from your
       company culture to customers’ perception of
       your brand.
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3.Convey Your USP and Values to Your Customers

a. Work out how to communicate these to your customers.

b. For example, this could be via website copy and wider
        brand materials or even your strapline. Brand
       colours also communicate mood and support tonality.

c.  Make sure you have an ‘About Us’ page where you 
       can communicate your brand offering.

d. Although we live in a digital age, including reference     
       to these qualities in store or in office will also ensure          
       consistency across both your online and offline presence.
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4. Tell Your Business Story

a. Communicating your business story will help you                  
         connect with customers as well as increasing
        word-of-mouth endorsement.

b. This can include when you first had the idea for your      
       business, how you got the business off the ground    
       and should spark that entrepreneurial excitement.

c. It can even show business progression and
       include challenges and hurdles along the way, it can 
       all help strengthen customer connection: A key
       component of brand identity. 
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No matter what it is that makes your business unique, it’s vital to the 
way you position, promote, and talk about your brand. So, when you 
find that ‘something’, embrace it. It’s what has got you to where you 
are today. Harness it, and it will take you even further.
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To find out more about the Vistaprint Small 
Business Uniqueness Report and how to

harness business individuality, please visit
www.vistaprint.co.uk/hub/index

http://www.vistaprint.co.uk/hub/index



